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ed organogels and ‘aqueous-
organic’ bigels†

A. R. Patel,*a B. Mankoč,a M. D. Bin Sintang,a A. Lesafferb and K. Dewettincka
We report the use of fumed silica (hydrophilic colloidal silica particles)

to generate triglyceride solvent-based soft matter systems (organo-

gels and bigels). Interestingly, the bigels showed a better gel strength

compared to organogels while showing a comparatively weaker

thixotropic recovery. Electronmicroscopy and energy dispersive X-ray

spectroscopy were used to understand the microstructure of these

new thixotropic molecular gel systems with respect to the fractal-like

aggregation of silica particles as well as the percolating network of

organic-aqueous phases.
In the last few years, the research on structuring of triglyceride
solvents (vegetable oils) has received considerable interest from
both academic as well as industrial researchers. The possibility
of transforming liquid oils into so, viscoelastic gels (organo-
gels) opens up a number of opportunities for applications such
as the development of trans and saturated fat-free food prod-
ucts,1–4 transdermal drug delivery systems,5 bio-based lubri-
cants6 and analysis and purication-related systems.7 Since the
applications of organogels range from non-bio to bio-related
elds, the choice of structurants determines the suitability of
using organogels in a range of unrelated elds. Accordingly, a
lot of effort has been focused on identifying newer structurants
either by synthesizing new materials8,9 or by studying the oil
gelling properties of known raw materials such as waxes,
cellulose derivatives, proteins, fatty acids, cyclodextrins,
phytosterols etc.10–17

Colloidal silicon dioxide (fumed silica) is among the most
researched inorganic particles that have relevant industrial
applications in elds including pharmaceuticals, cosmetics,
foods, ceramics, electronics etc.18,19 From colloidal science point
of view, the microstructure of fumed silica (Fig. 1) is quite
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interesting and can be viewed at three different length scales,
comprising of primary particles (size range ¼ 5–50 nm) fused
into stable fractal aggregates (size range ¼ 100–500 nm) which
further grow into micron-size agglomerates stabilized by
hydrogen bonding and electrostatic interactions.20,21 This
unique branched structure with large specic surface area and
surface hydrophilicity is the reason for the extensive use of
fumed silica as a thickening and gelling agent for aqueous,
ionic and organic solvents.22–26 Colloidal silicon particles are
also known to be surface active and thus, have been explored for
the fabrication of particle-stabilized emulsions and foams.27–30

In addition to these excellent properties, fumed silica (along
with other types of synthetic amorphous silica) has a GRAS
(Generally Recognized As Safe) status and is approved for direct
and indirect food uses (E 551).

In this paper, we report for the rst time, the use of fumed
silica as a structurant to gel a triglyceride solvent (vegetable oil)
and further use this as an organic phase in combination with a
Fig. 1 Scanning electron microscopy image of fumed silica showing
the micro-scale agglomerates (scale bar ¼ 5 mm). Inset: the magnified
image showing the underlying sub-micron structures (scale bar ¼
500 nm).
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‘weak’ water gel to create ‘aqueous-organic’ bigels with a
complex microstructure that results in interesting rheological
properties. Oscillatory and ow measurements were carried out
to gain important insights into the structure–property rela-
tionship of organogels and bigels. Electron microscopy in
combination with energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDS)
was used to visualize the microstructure of systems as well as to
study the distribution of silica particles in the bigel sample.

Hydrophilic fumed silica (A150) was used to structure
sunower oil at 4 different concentrations (2.5, 5, 10 and 15
wt%) by dispersing the weighed amount of A150 uffy powder
in liquid sunower oil at room temperature under high shear
(at 11 000 rpm). As seen from Fig. 2a and d, at lower concen-
trations (2.5 and 5 wt%), fumed silica formed viscous sols dis-
playing almost negligible yield stresses (0.3 and 2.4 Pa
respectively) and a weak pseudoplastic ow behaviour (ow
index ¼ 0.89 and 0.83 respectively). On the other hand, the
relatively higher concentrations (10 and 15 wt%) produced
viscoelastic gels that resisted ow even when subjected to stress
values as high as 400 Pa. The oil viscosifying property of fumed
silica is well-known (attributed to a 3D network formation in
liquid oil) and accordingly, the fumed silica is oen used for
rheology control of mineral and vegetable oils.31 In our study,
we found that at a higher concentration of fumed silica ($10
wt%), a gel formation is possible if the fumed silica is dispersed
uniformly under high shear. The higher concentration should
result in a higher particle–particle interactions leading to a
stronger network formation that is able to resist small defor-
mations. More details on the network formation is discussed
later with the help of microscopy images. The results from the
oscillatory measurements (amplitude sweeps) are shown in
Fig. 2e. As seen from the graph, the complex modulus, G* (a
measure of the total resistance of the material to the applied
shear) and the linear viscoelastic region (region constituting the
Fig. 2 (a) Photograph showing the flow behaviour of sunflower oil
dispersions containing from left to right 2.5, 5, 10 and 15 wt% of A150;
(b) & (c) photographs of an organogel (sunflower oil with 15 wt% A 150)
and a bigel (O : W ratio of 9 : 1) respectively; (d) & (e) comparative
curves from stress ramp and amplitude sweeps for sunflower oil
dispersions containing 2.5, 5, 10 and 15 wt% of A150. Note: the flow
curves for 2.5 and 5 wt% samples were fitted to Hershel–Bulkleymodel
(see ESI† for more details) and also note that the figure legends in
Fig. 2d applies to Fig. 2e as well.
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linear response of input stress and output strain) were signi-
cantly higher and broader respectively for samples prepared at
higher concentrations (10 and 15 wt%) as compared to the
samples made at concentrations of 2.5 and 5 wt%, thus, indi-
cating the relative strength of the microstructures of these
samples. The values for oscillatory yield stress (where elastic
modulus, G0 equals viscous modulus, G00, indicated on graph by
dashed red line corresponding to phase angle of 45 degrees)
obtained for the 4 samples were as follows: 2.5 wt% ¼ 0.71 Pa; 5
wt% ¼ 4.98 Pa; 10 wt% ¼ 95.6 Pa and 15 wt% ¼ 4775 Pa. Based
on the above results, it is clear that among the studied
concentrations, 15 wt% of A150 forms a viscoelastic gel with
high gel strength that shows strongest resistance to the
permanent deformation (yielding) under applied stress condi-
tions. Hence, the gel prepared at 15 wt% A150 (Fig. 2b) was
selected for all further studies. Further, a weak water gel
structured using a combination of polysaccharides (1 wt% of
locust bean gum: carrageenan, LBG : Car at 1 : 1 ratio) was
mixed with 15 wt% A150 organogel in different proportions to
obtain ‘aqueous-organic’ bigels. A representative picture of a
bigel prepared at organogel : water gel (O : W) ratio of 9 : 1 is
shown in Fig. 2c.

Bigels are bicontinuous systems which are a relatively
unexplored class of so matter systems.32–34 Due to their
complex microstructure, bigels display interesting rheological
properties.32,35 The rheological properties of bigels prepared at
different O : W ratios (9 : 1, 8 : 2, 7 : 3 and 6 : 4) were studied
using oscillatory amplitude sweeps. The data from amplitude
stress sweeps done on water gel, organogel and bigels is shown
in Fig. 3. A synergistic combination of LBG : Car usually results
in a water gel which is weakly structured as reported by us
earlier.36 The lower values of elastic and viscous moduli
conrms the ‘weak’ structure of water gel as compared to
organogel which showed a strong gel behaviour with value of G0

�104 Pa that was higher than G00 by more than a decade in LVR
(Fig. 3a). Interestingly, all the bigel samples showed higher gel
strengths than the organogel as indicated by G0 values much
higher than 104 Pa along with a relatively bigger difference
between G0 and G00 as well as higher values of oscillatory yield
stresses (>103 Pa) (Fig. 3b). Di Michele L. et al. recently used
numerical model to prove that a bigel is capable of bearing
signicantly higher stress compared to a one-component gel.32
Fig. 3 (a) Amplitude stress sweeps (elastic and viscous moduli, G0 and
G00 versus oscillatory stress) of water gel (prepared using 1 wt%
LBG : Car at a ratio of 1 : 1) and organogel (at 15 wt% A150); (b)
amplitude stress sweeps for bigels prepared at different O : W ratios.
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The shape of curves indicate that the rheological response of
bigels is highly dominated by the organogel component at all
the studied O : W ratios. However, since, all the bigels showed a
higher gel strength compared to organogel, we speculate that
the formation of semi-continuous interpenetrating phases of oil
and water in bigels contributes to the overall rheology of the
samples. Further, a clear inuence of increasing the water gel
proportion on the lowering of gel strength was also observed as
expected. We also observed that the bigels prepared at O : W
ratios of 5 : 5 to 1 : 9 did not gel but behaved like viscous sols
and hence were excluded from the study.

The organogels prepared using fumed silica were trans-
parent in appearance (Fig. 4a) suggesting that the structuring
units (silica particles) in the gels are considerably smaller than
the wavelength of visible light (wavelength range: 400–750 nm).
The scattering of light (Faraday–Tyndall effect)37 illustrated in
Fig. 4 (a) Photograph of transparent organogel prepared at 15 wt%; (b)
Faraday–Tyndall effect observed when a laser beam is passed through
the organogel sample; (c) cryo SEM image of 15 wt% A150 organogel
where surface oil was removed using butanol (scale bar ¼ 1 mm); (d)
bigel prepared at O : W ratio of 8 : 2 imaged under confocal micro-
scope (scale bar ¼ 25 mm); (e) & (f) 3D volume views of bigel samples
prepared at O : W ratios of 9 : 1 and 6 : 4 respectively (dimensions: x
and y ¼ 104.67 mm and z ¼ 18 mm); (g) & (h) cryo-SEM image of bigel
prepared at O : W ratio of 6 : 4 imaged after sublimation of water and
the corresponding elemental map showing the distribution of silicon
(shown in blue-green) in the bigel sample as recorded using EDS (scale
bar ¼ 10 mm).

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2015
Fig. 4b further conrms the colloidal size range of silica parti-
cles and strongly implies a possible de-agglomeration of fumed
silica particles.

The microstructure of organogel and bigel was studied using
a combination of techniques including cryo-SEM, confocal
microscopy and energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDS). For
imaging of organogel, the sample preparation was carried out
by rst removing the surface oil (using butanol as a solvent), a
technique commonly referred to as de-oiling.38,39 The cryo-SEM
image of de-oiled organogel sample shown in Fig. 4c, indicates
the presence of a fractal-like network of colloidal silicon parti-
cles which is responsible for trapping the liquid oil in the gel
structure. In fact, the role played by the fractal aggregation of
fumed silica in gelation of a range of solvent has been exten-
sively investigated and is believed to be caused due to the
hydrogen bonding mediated by the silanol groups (Si–OH)
present on the particle surface.23,24,40 The fractal aggregate
formation is much stronger in non-polar solvents that are not
capable of forming hydrogen bonding hence, promoting more
particle–particle interactions.40,41 In contrast, hydrophobic
fumed silica (where the silanol surface groups are modied with
hydrophobic moieties) tend to show a weak gelling behaviour
because of the decrease in the hydrogen bonding sites.24 To
verify this, the gelation of oil by hydrophobic fumed silica
(A972) was studied through rheological measurements and
compared to A150 (Fig. 5a). As expected, the A972 formed a
weaker gel compared to A150 as conrmed from the lower
values of G0 and G00 which showed a strong frequency depen-
dence and a prominent crossover point at a higher frequency. In
contrast, the A150 organogel showed a strong gel characteristic
(mainly elastic dominant) with only a slight dependence on the
frequency with tan d (G00/G0) values much lower than unity
throughout the studied frequency.

The bigel was subjected to a range of visualization tech-
niques to understand the distribution of organic and aqueous
phases. Confocal microscopy image shown in Fig. 4d clearly
displays the discontinuous distribution of water phase
(unstained) in the stained oil phase (false green colour). The
bicontinuous microstructure of the bigel can be seen from the
3D volume views constructed from stacks of confocal micros-
copy images of bigel samples prepared at O : W ratios of 9 : 1
and 6 : 4 (Fig. 4e and f). The distribution pattern of oil and water
phases is also visible in the cryo-SEM image taken on a freeze
fractured sample (Fig. 4g). The removal of water through
sublimation le a porous mesh of polymer matrix interspersed
between the discontinuous oil solid phase. This focused area of
the sample was also subjected EDS analysis and the elemental
map of Si created based on the spectral analysis is shown in
Fig. 4h and S1.† Interestingly, the elemental map indicates that
the silica particles preferred to partition from oil phase into the
water phase owing to their hydrophilic nature. In addition, due
to the presence of multiple binding sites on the polymer
molecules, a surface adsorption-based interaction of polymer
chains with silica particles in the water phase is also
possible.42,43

The rheological properties of bigels were compared through
ow and oscillatory measurements in order to understand the
RSC Adv., 2015, 5, 9703–9708 | 9705



Fig. 5 (a) Comparative plots from frequency sweeps of organogels
prepared using 15 wt% of hydrophilic (A 150) and hydrophobic (A 972)
silica particles; (b) & (c) curves from frequency sweeps and flow
measurements respectively for water gel, organogel and bigels
prepared at different O : W ratios, the figure legends in (c) applies to (b)
as well; (d) curves from 3 interval thixotropy test done on water gel,
organogel and bigels prepared at different O : W ratios; (e) G0 and G00

measured as a function of temperature for water gel and organogel
subjected to heating (red symbols) and cooling (blue symbols) steps,
the filled and open symbols represent G0 and G00 respectively; (f) G0

measured as a function of temperature for bigels prepared at different
O : W ratios, filled and open symbols represent heating and cooling
steps respectively.
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inuence of organic and aqueous phase proportions on the
overall rheology of the bigels. The frequency and ow curves for
water gel, organogel and bigels are shown in Fig. 5b and c
respectively. As seen from Fig. 5b, the weak gel characteristics of
water gel is conrmed from low values of complex modulus (G*)
that showed frequency dependence. Moreover, a gel–sol trans-
formation (phase angle or delta degrees crossing 45�) was also
observed at higher frequency values. The organogel on the other
hand, showed a strong gel behaviour with high and constant
values of G* throughout the entire frequency range and phase
angle values below 10�. Interestingly, the gel strength of bigels
(at all O : W ratios) was signicantly higher than organogel,
suggesting a synergistic enhancement of the rheology due to the
mixing of structured organic and aqueous phases. The syner-
gistic effect on rheology of bigels could be explained from the
inter penetrating network of organic and aqueous phases. It has
recently being understood that similar to the colloidal gel
formation seen in case of short-ranged attractive colloids
(SRAC), arrested de-mixing of binary colloidal mixtures also
results in ramied space-spanning structures (bigels) due to an
interplay of phase separation and arrest.34,44 Moreover, it was
9706 | RSC Adv., 2015, 5, 9703–9708
recently conrmed in the work of Di Michele L. et al.32 that the
bigels formed due to the arrested de-mixing of two component
systems have better rheological properties compared to one
component gels. As proved using cluster analysis, the
enhancement in the rheological properties of two component
gel is due to the rearrangement of particles under deformation
into multiple smaller clusters instead of a single compact
cluster seen in one component gels.32 The bigels did show a
decrease in the gel strength with increasing proportion of water
phase which probably is due to the increased partitioning of
silica particles in the water phase as discussed previously. The
ow behaviour shown in Fig. 5c suggest a pseudoplastic
behaviour for both the water gel and the organogel. However,
the viscosity of organogel at rest was signicantly higher
compared to that of water gel. The bigels also showed pseudo-
plastic ow properties and the viscosity values at rest showed a
decrease with the increase in the water gel proportion. In
addition, the effect of time and shear history on the viscosity of
bigels was studied using a 3 interval thixotropy test (3-ITT) to
understand the structure recovery properties. As seen from
Fig. 5d, water gel and organogel showed completely different
behaviour as a function of time at alternating low and high
shear rates (0.1 and 10 s�1 respectively). While, water gel
showed no apparent change in the viscosity values over time at a
low shear rate (0.1 s�1) in the rst interval, the viscosity of
organogel increased with time. This behaviour of organogel is
indicative of rheopexy or negative thixotropy and is attributed to
the clustering of aggregates of silica particles as reported in the
literature.43,45–48 Unlike water gel, organogel also showed a
complete structure recovery when shear rate was changed back
to lower value in the third interval. Interestingly, the bigel
samples (prepared at all O : W ratios) showed thixotropic
behaviour (decrease in viscosity values with time at constant
shear rate) in the rst interval while showing only a partial
structure recovery in the third interval. For more details, the
values for viscosity (in interval 1 and 3) and % recovery can be
referred from Table S1 provided as ESI.†

In addition, the inuence of temperature on the micro-
structure of bigels was also studied and compared to the
temperature behaviour of water gel and organogel (Fig. 5e and
f). As seen from Fig. 5e, the water gel showed a clear gel-to-sol
transformation on heating and a reversible gelation on cooling
(conrmed from two distinct crossover points) with a well-
dened hysteresis (temperature difference betweenmelting and
re-gelation of the sample). On the other hand, organogel
showed a slight increase in the gel strength (indicated by an
increase in the G0 value) when subjected to heating which did
not return to its initial value on cooling. Such temperature
induced irreversible restructuring and increase in the network
strength of hydrophilic silica particles in apolar solvents has
been explained using fractal gel model in detailed work of Wu
and co-workers.21 They observed an increase in the fractal
dimension at high temperatures indicating more compact
packing and thus a stronger H-bonding due to the closeness of
packed particles.21 Bigels, on the other hand, displayed a much
higher increase in the gel strength during the heating step
(Fig. 5f), a plausible explanation for this behaviour could be
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2015
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related to the possible interactions of silica particles with the
polymer chains in the aqueous phase. Such interactions of silica
particles with hydrophilic polymers in aqueous solvent has
been reported for silica particles in aqueous hydroxyl propyl
methylcellulose solutions.49,50 When comparing the rheological
response during the cooling step, two different kind of behav-
iour was observed. In case of samples with relatively higher
proportion of organogel phase (O : W¼ 9 : 1 and 8 : 2), the nal
values of the elastic moduli aer the cooling step was higher
than the initial values. Whereas, for the other two samples, the
nal values were much lower than the initial values. The bigels
(as seen from Fig. S2†) display a different percolating structure
based on the organic-aqueous phase ratios used in their prep-
aration. As the proportion of water phase is increased, the
microstructure shows a dened change from a one component
percolation network to a double percolation or two component
percolation network34 which could further result in the partition
of a greater proportion of silica particles in the aqueous phase
interfering with the restructuring of silica particles and the
consequent strengthening of particle network on cooling.

In conclusion, the oil structuring properties of fumed silica
was exploited for the very rst time to prepare triglyceride
solvent-based organogel as well as a relatively new class of so
matter systems called bigels. The dispersion of fumed silica in a
triglyceride solvent at high concentration (10 wt% and above)
results in the formation of a gel where the liquid solvent is
physically trapped in a 3D network based on the fractal aggre-
gation of silica particles. The addition of water gel to structured
oil leads to the formation of bigels where both the organic and
the aqueous phases are distributed as percolating network. The
rheological properties of bigels were completely different from
either of the individual component gels. While, the bigels
showed a comparatively higher gel strength, the structure
recovery behaviour was much weaker than the organogel.
Moreover, the rheological properties was signicantly inu-
enced by the proportion of organic and aqueous phases used
and thus, this opens up new possibilities of tuning the bigel
properties.
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